ABSTRACT Clustering as an unsupervised learning technique has been widely used in practice. In this paper, a novel clustering algorithm based on region segmentation (CRS) is proposed. It aims to automatically evolve the optimal number of clusters as well as the clusters of the data sets based on the data density. First, a new data density is given based on the reverse near neighbor enhancement which can make the clusters detection more effectively. Then, the multiple sub-region centers can be determined through the data density. Moreover, a merge criterion is proposed to make the relevant regions be merged and obtain the final clustering results. The proposed algorithm does not need to know the number of clusters in advance and no threshold limit. Therefore, it can be used more widely. In the experiments, we compare the performance of our CRS algorithm with DBSCAN, IS-DBSCAN, STClu, DP, and SCDOT algorithms on synthetic, and real-world data sets. Experimental results demonstrated that the NMI, ACC, F1 and ARI obtained by CRS algorithm is always better than that obtained by the other algorithms for the same data sets.
I. INTRODUCTION
Clustering as an unsupervised learning method, is playing an increasingly important role in the field of data mining and machine learning [1] . Its primary objective is to divide a given set of data or objects into a number of meaningful groups or clusters so that the objects in the same cluster are similar to each other and differentiate from those of other clusters in the same sense [2] . Clustering has been applied in a wide variety of fields such as machine learning, pattern recognition, web mining and image segmentation.
In the past, a large number of clustering techniques have been developed in statistics, business intelligence and data mining [3] . These algorithms can be roughly classified into four groups, namely partitioning clustering algorithms [4] - [7] , hierarchical clustering algorithms [8] - [10] , spectral clustering algorithms [11] - [13] and density-based clustering algorithms [14] - [16] . The partitioning clustering algorithm divides the data sets into multiple disjoint areas so that the similarity in each region is as large as possible, the representative methods are k-means [4] and k-medoids [17] . This kind of approach is simple and tends to be very effective for large data. However, the number of clusters need be specified a priori. Moreover, the algorithm is sensitive to the initial value and outliers, and not suitable for finding non-convex clusters. The hierarchical algorithm decomposes the data set at a hierarchical level, and constructs a nested hierarchy tree [18] . The representative methods are CURE and Chameleon [8] . This method is simple and easy to implement. However, the clustering process of these algorithms is irreversible and requires artificial decision when to stop. Spectral clustering is a new clustering method which transforms the original data into low dimensional space using the spectrum (eigenvalues) of the similarity matrix [11] . These methods usually get better clustering performance for the high dimensional data sets due to the dimensionality reduction. In fact, these algorithms usually require large memory and have high time complexity. The density-based algorithm can distinguish noise and useful points according to the data density automatically [19] . Moreover, it's robust to the shape of the cluster and the initial points.
DBSCAN [14] as a typical density-based clustering algorithm has been widely used in practice because of its performance is not affected by the shape of data distribution. Data are classified as core objects or outliers using the density thresholds and the core objects are assigned to a cluster if they are closely packed together. Density-based methods are applied in many fields [20] , [21] . However, this kind of algorithm is sensitive to the distance threshold and the number of neighborhood. Moreover, its performance will deteriorate when the densities of the data are different [22] . In order to solve these problems, DENCLUE [19] , l-DBSCAN [23] , ST-DBSCAN [24] and rough-DBSCAN [25] have been proposed. DENCLUE models the overall point density analytically as the sum of influence functions of the data points and allows a compact mathematical description of arbitrarily shaped clusters in high-dimensional data sets. l-DBSCAN tries to improve the DBSCAN by using a hybrid clustering scheme, which could reduce the time complexity for large data sets by employing leaders clustering method with two different threshold values. However, these methods still need two pre-defined parameters.
In order to further improve the performance, researchers have proposed some improved algorithms recently [26] - [29] . IS-DBSCAN algorithm [26] proposes the concept of influence space which is defined as the intersection of the near neighbors and the reverse near neighbors. Then the data points can be divided into core points and noise points according to the size of the influence space. This method can effectively classify the data set, even noisy data set. However, the performance of IS-DBSCAN is becoming worse if the data set has many sparse points. DP algorithm [27] is different from the traditional density-based method. It presents a new concept based on density that enables to identify the cluster centers more rapidly. It is convenient to visualize the structure of data in the decision graph. The idea of DP algorithm has been widely used due to its efficiency [29] - [31] . Although this method solves the problem of partitioning of connected data sets with the density peak, it is sensitive to the parameters [29] and the number of clusters needs to be determined manually. SCDOT algorithm [28] is based on the idea of ordered tree and constructs a density ordered tree for the whole dat a sets. This method has high computational complexity and needs to know the number of clusters in advance. In order to determine the number of clusters in DP algorithm, STClu algorithm [29] proposes the outward statistical testing on density metrics to clustering automatically. This method need not to know the number of clusters in advance and can achieve the same clustering performance as the DP algorithm. However, it has the same problem as the DP algorithm that it is only applicable to the spheroid data sets or similar Gaussian distribution data sets.
In order to further solve the above problems, a new clustering algorithm based on region segmentation (CRS) is proposed in this paper, which is robust to the parameter selection, the cluster shapes and the data density. In order to distinguish the region center more effective, a new data density is proposed. And it is a modification of the traditional density by using the reverse neighbors. Then the data set is divided into multiple sub-regions according to the density difference between the region center and the region edge. Moreover, the concept of peak value is proposed to make full use of the points of sub-region intersection space. By calculating the compactness between the sub-regions, the sub-regions can be merged automatically without knowing the real number of clusters. Experimental results show that our CRS algorithm can accurately get the final clustering result automatically.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides some necessary definitions for our approach. Then a detail of our CRS clustering algorithm is proposed in Section III. Complexity analysis of the CRS algorithm is given in Section IV. Extensive experimental comparisons on synthetic and real-world data sets are demonstrated in Section V. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section VI.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, some related concepts needed in the next section are given. Moreover, different local density metrics are compared. Laio et al. [27] proposed the DP algorithm in which the local density and δ distance is given based on the data distance, the region center can be effectively identified according to the decision graph. For convenience, the local density and δ distance are given firstly.
Definition 1: Given a data set D, for i, j ∈ D, the local density ρ of point i is defined as [27] :
where d ij is the distance between point i and point j, χ(x) = 1 if x < 0 and χ(x) = 0 otherwise. d c is the given cutoff distance. Definition 2: By using the local density ρ, the δ distance [27] of point i is defined as:
δ is defined as the minimum distance between point i and any other point with higher density. The δ distance for the point with maximum density is conventionally taken as δ(i m ) = max(δ(i)). Then the cluster centers can be recognized as points which δ distance is anomalously large. The DP algorithm uses the local density metric given in (1) to identify the cluster centers. However, the performance of the DP algorithm can be greatly affected by the cutoff distance d c [29] . In order to eliminate the influence of the cutoff distance d c and give a uniform density metric, a density based on the k-nearest neighbors is given in [29] .
Definition 3:
The density based on the k-nearest neighbors is defined as [29] :
where NN k (i) is the k-nearest neighbors set of point i.
The density defined by (3) can achieve better results than cut-off distance d c by using k-nearest neighbors. The density measure based on k-nearest neighbors is also adopted in other works [32] , [33] . However, the density defined with the k-nearest neighbors will produce poorer results in highdimensional data sets due to the dimensionality disaster. In order to solve this problem, a new density measure by using the reverse neighbors is proposed in this paper. Firstly, we give the definition of reverse neighbors.
Definition 4: Given a data set D, the reverse k-nearest neighbors of point i is defined:
In fact, the reverse neighbors reflect the intensity of the data, that is, the more reverse neighbors means the greater the data density. Then a new density based on the reverse neighbors is given by Definition 5.
Definition 5: Given a data set D, i, j, r ∈ D, the local density of point i can be defined as:
where RNN k (i) is the reverse k-nearest neighbors set of point i. It must be noted that the local density ρ 1 is used when the point has no reverse nearest neighbor.
The new density proposed in (5) makes the dense points obtain relatively larger densities and sparse points obtain relatively smaller densities. In other words, the cluster centers can be distinguished more easily according to the density. A synthetic data set and an image data set are chosen to show the superiority of our new density ρ 2 and the results are shown in Fig. 1 . The synthetic data set and part of the ORL [34] , ρ 2 have the better ability to distinguish data between dense points and sparse points. We can see the obvious difference between the dense points and the other points. Most important of all, the easier these dense points can be discriminated, the more precise the region centers. For the 10 points with the highest density in ρ 1 and ρ 2 shown in Fig.1 (e) and Fig.1 (f) , we can see that multiple ρ 1 density values are concentrated in the middle part; while multiple ρ 2 density values are concentrated in different clusters. By comparing the density calculation results for k is equal to 4 and k is equal to 6, we can see that ρ 2 can achieve better results. Therefore, the cluster centers can be more easily identified and better clustering results can be obtained due to our new density modification.
After defining the density, we can get the δ distance based on (2) . From [27] , we know that the cluster centers usually have greater density and δ distance. In [27] and [29] , the cluster centers are selected based on the decision graph. However, it is difficult to determine the correct cluster centers only based on the decision graph. It is usually need to know the number of clusters in advance and select it manually. In the following, we will use the Aggregation data set to show this problem in Fig. 2 . According to the data set shown in Fig.2 (b) , we should select 7 cluster centers and it's the correct cluster centers. However, from the decision graph shown in Fig.2 (a) , we can see that it is difficult to get the perfect decision graph and get the correct cluster centers. In order to solve this problem, we will use the local density and δ distance to determine a series of candidate sub-region centers and then divide the data sets into multiple sub-regions. The sub-region centers are determined by using Definition 6.
Definition 6 (Sub-Region Centers):
For all points in a data set D, i, j ∈ D, sub-region centers are defined as:
where NN k (i) is the k-nearest neighbors set of point i. Intuitively, the sub-region centers will have the largest local density and δ distance. Therefore, in this way we can get multiple candidate clusters centers. As shown in Fig.3 (a) , we have a total of 30 sub-region centers in the Aggregation data set. In the meantime, we can see that all the sub-region centers are located above the decision graph as shown in Fig.3 (b) . By automatically determining the center of the sub-region, we do not need to manually select the number of clusters in the decision graph. Each sub-region center represents a local cluster and we need to classify the remaining points one by one. That is, according to the δ calculation process, each remaining point i has the same class label with the point that has a greater density and minimum distance to i.
In the following, the intersecting space of any two subregions is given and it will be used in the sub-region merging process.
Definition 7 (Intersecting Neighbors): Given a data set D, i, j ∈ D, the intersecting neighbors of point i is defined as:
where 
Definition 9 (Peak): Given a sub-region a in a data set D, the Peak value for each point in a is defined as:
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Through the local density and sub-regions identification described in Section II, multiple sub-regions can be obtained. In order to get an effective clustering for a data set, a novel clustering algorithm based on region segmentation (CRS) is proposed in this section. The flowchart of the CRS clustering algorithm is shown in Fig.4 . 
A. DESCRIPTION OF THE CRS ALGORITHM
The CRS algorithm can be summarized as the following three steps. First step: region segmentation. For a given data set, we can obtain the local density and δ distance for each point according to (5) and (2). Then choosing the sub-region centers. Assuming that the number of sub-regions centers is S, so the whole data set will be divided into S, categories. Given class labels of the remaining points are consistent with corresponding sub-regions center labels by identifying the near neighbor that has a higher density and minimum distance. After the sub-region center identification, the Mergability of the sub-regions need be calculated. The intersecting neighbors and intersecting space need calculated according to (7) and (8) . In each sub-region, Peak value of each point is calculated according to (9) . Mergability is defined according to (10) . Definition 10 (Mergability): For sub-regions a and b, Mergability is defined as:
Mergability(a, b)
= max(Peak (IS(a, b) Satify(a, b) = {(a, b)|Mergability(a, b) 
Then the final number of clusters is obtained according to the merging results. The proposed CRS clustering algorithm is described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 The CRS Clustering Algorithm
Input: data set D, the number of the nearest neighbors k Output:
clusters C Step 1: Sub-region segmentation 
B. MERGE CRITERION
In this section, the Peak value of the intersection space and sub-regions is used to define the merge criterion. Here, three cases are discussed to determine whether to merge sub-regions.
1) Sub-regions without intersecting space as shown in Fig.5 . In this case, the two sub-regions will not be merged. 2) Sub-regions with a smaller intersecting space as shown in Fig. 6 . The points with triangle in Fig.6 (a) correspond to solid points in Fig.6 (b) belong to the intersecting space. There are 10 points in the intersecting space when the number of nearest neighbors is set to 6. The two sub-regions are treated as one region when the Peak value of the intersection space is calculated. In Fig.6 (b) , the points with triangle symbol FIGURE 5. Sub-regions without intersecting space, the number of nearest neighbor is set to 6.
FIGURE 6. Sub-regions with small intersecting space, that not satisfy
Peak('3') > min(Peak('1'), Peak('2')), the number of nearest neighbor is set to 6.
is the Peak value correspond to region a in Fig.6 (a) and flag '1' is the point with maximum value; the points with circle symbol is the Peak value correspond to region b in Fig.6 (a) and flag '2' is the point with maximum value; flag '3' is the maximum value point in the intersecting space. Obviously the maximum Peak value in the intersecting space is less than the smaller value of the maximum Peak value in a and the maximum Peak value in b, namely, Peak('3') < min(Peak('1'), Peak('2')). Under this circumstances, region a and b will not be merged. 3) Sub-regions with a larger intersecting space, as shown in Fig.7 . There are 19 points in the intersecting space when the number of nearest neighbors is set to 6. We can know the maximum Peak value in intersecting space is larger than the smaller between the maximum Peak value in a and the maximum Peak value in b, namely Peak('3') > min(Peak('1'), Peak('2')). In this case, the two sub-regions will be merged.
Our merging criterion is different from the SCDOT algorithm [28] , which proposed the concept of disconnectivity between sub-regions. The disconnectivity presents the degree of connectability between sub-regions. Therefore, it needs to select the most possible connected sub-regions at a time until the predetermined number of clusters is reached. Our merging criterion can directly determine whether the subregions can be merged and there is no restriction on the number of clusters. VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 7. Sub-regions with a larger intersecting space, that satisfy Peak('3') > min(Peak('1'), Peak('2')), the number of nearest neighbor is set to 6.
C. VISUAL PROCESS ANALYSIS
In order to further illustrate the process of our CRS clustering algorithm, two synthetic data sets shown in Fig. 8 are used. First, the sub-region centers should be determined. Then the cluster label of the non-cluster centers are given according to their adjacent neighbors and the data set is divided into multiple sub-regions. Then, the sub-regions are merged with our merge criterion and the results are shown in Fig. 9 . From Fig. 9 , we can see that correct clustering results are obtained by merging the sub-regions according to our merge criterion. Therefore, our CRS algorithm aims to get multiple robust sub-regions by segmentation method based on the density differences between regional centers and regional edges. It means that we can get multiple tight sub-regions automatically. And we can effectively judge whether to merge them according to merge criterion.
IV. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED CRS ALGORITHM
Given a data set with n data points, we have the following major parts that need to be calculated: nearest neighbor matrix C, an n * (n − 1) matrix in which an entry C ij is j nearest neighbor of point i; the local density vector ρ; adjacent neighbor and δ distance; intersecting space IS calculation; Peak value calculation, Peak(i) is the Peak value of point i in sub-regions; M is the merging matrix of sub-regions, M ij represent Mergability between sub-region i and sub-region j.
Given a data set D, d ij represent the distance between point i and point j, and k is the number of neighbors. In order to build matrix C, an efficient algorithm to search nearest neighbors such as KD-tree [35] can be used. The KD-tree method has the complexity of O(n log(n)) for building and O(kn 1−1/k ) for searching in the worst case [36] . Therefore, the complexity to build C is equivalent to the one for building KD-tree because of search takes less time than the tree building when k << n.
Step 2 takes O(2kn) to compute ρ according to (5) , suppose the number of average reverse neighbors is k.
Step 3 takes O(kn 1−1/k ) to compute δ and adjacent neighbor according to (2) , by using ρ and KD-tree search. Based on ρ and δ, Step 4 takes O(2kn 1−1/k ) to obtain cluster centers.
Step 5 takes O(2s 2 k(n/s) 1−1/k ) to get intersecting space IS, that sis the number of sub-regions and n/s is average number of points in each sub-region.
Step 6 takes O(s(n/s) 2 ) to calculate Peak value for every point, namely O(n 2 /s). Finally, M is obtained in O(Is 2 ), assuming I is average number of points in each intersection space, then we merge sub-regions that satisfy the condition. Therefore the overall time complexity is O(n log(n)+2kn+3kn 1−1/k +2s 2 k(n/s) 1−1/k +n 2 /s+Is 2 ), since k << n, the time complexities is less than O(n 2 ), which is dominated by the number of sub-regions.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed CRS algorithm, experiments are conducted both on synthetic data sets and real world data sets. The performance of the CRS, DBSCAN [14] , IS-DBSCAN [26] , DP [27] , SCDOT [28] and STClu [29] are compared through the experiments.
A. DATA SETS Several data sets, both synthetic and real, have been utilized in our experiments. The six groups of synthetic data sets include Can383, Jain, Aggregation, S1, S2 and S3. The real-world data sets include three UCI data sets, Geo-referenced Event Dataset of the Uppsala Conflict Data Program (UCDP) and three image data sets. The synthetic data set Can383 is taken from [26] and [36] , Jain and Aggregation are taken from [28] , [29] , Geo-referenced Event Dataset are taken from [37] . They are composed of clusters with diverse shapes and densities. For convenience, we summarize all the data sets with the characteristics in Table 1 . The scatter plots of the synthetic data sets have been depicted in Fig. 10 .
B. EVALUATION METRICS
In order to evaluate the quality of the final clustering results obtained, four commonly used measures (the normalized mutual information (NMI) [38] , [39] , the unsupervised clustering accuracy (ACC) [39] , [40] , the F-meassure (F1) [41] and the adjusted rand index (ARI) [42] , [43] ) are employed. Let l = (l 1 , . . . l n ) be the true label and c = (c 1 , . . . c n ) be the predicted cluster. The confusion matrix is calculated according to l and c. TP is the number of true positives, TN is the number of true negatives, FP is the number of false positives, and FN is the number of false negatives. The larger the values are, the better the clustering performance.
1) NORMALIZED MUTUAL INFORMATION
The Normalized Mutual Information [39] is often used to detect the difference between the clustering result and the true label. It is defined as:
where I (l; c) denotes the mutual information between l and c, and H (·) denotes their entropy. 
2) ACCURACY
The Accuracy [39] calculates the maximum match between the clustering result and the true label. It is VOLUME 6, 2018 defined as:
where (·) is Dirac delta. π is the mapping function that corresponds to the optimal one-to-one assignment of clusters to label classes implemented by means of the Hungarian algorithm [44] .
3) F-MEASURE
The F-Measure [41] measures the weighted harmonic average of precision and recall. It is defined as:
where P = TP/(TP + FP), R = TP/(TP + FN ).
4) ADJUSTED RAND INDEX
The Adjusted Rand Index [43] measures the agreement of the clustering result with the true cluster structure. It is defined as:
,
C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Firstly, the performance for cluster number identification is compared. Since DP and SCDOT algorithms need to know the number of clusters in advance, here we only compare CRS with the DBSCAN, IS-DBSCAN and STClu. Table 2 shows the number of clusters identified by the four algorithms for all the data sets. Here, K denotes the actual number of clusters present in the data set. From Table 2 , it is evident that the CRS clustering algorithm is able to find out the appropriate number of clusters for all the data sets. In the following, the clustering results for the synthetic data sets obtained by all the six algorithms are given in Fig.11 . From these figures, we can see that the performance of the CRS algorithm is better than other algorithms. It can cluster data sets with different densities and shape and does not need to know the number of clusters in advance. DBSCAN algorithm could distinguish the noise points and useful points, while failed to distinguish useful points with different densities on Can383 and Jain data sets. IS-DBSCAN algorithms can detect different density data set, while mistakenly regard useful points as noise points on Jain and S2 data sets. Although STClu algorithm does not need to know the number of clusters in advance, it cannot cluster on non-spherical data and failed to get exact number of clusters on Can383 and S1 data sets. DP algorithm can achieve good results on Gaussian-like data, such as S2. However, it has poor performance on non-spherical data and failed to distinguish useful points of different densities. SCDOT algorithm can correctly cluster on arbitrary shape data, including non-spherical data set. However, it failed to distinguish different density data and get the wrong number of clusters on can383 and S2 data sets. From the clustering results, it can be seen that the CRS and IS-DBSCAN algorithms have obvious advantages on most data sets and there is no limit on the number of cluster. However, unlike the IS-DBSCAN algorithm, CRS algorithm does not treat less dense data as noise and can get a better clustering results. The four statistical measures described above are used to measure the clustering performance of the algorithms. Table 3 shows the results for the synthetic and real data sets. For ORL face database, we divide the data set equally into 4 groups and each group have 100 images; for COIL20 data set, we randomly selected five categories to do the experiments. The experimental results of these two sets are shown in Table 4 . As shown in Table 3 , CRS outperforms all other 5 algorithms on Can383, Jain, S3, Wholesale and Mnist(test) data sets in a statistically significant manner. For Aggregation and S1 data sets, CRS get the same result as DBSCAN and IS-DBSCAN algorithms but does slightly worse than DBSCAN on UCDP at ACC and F1. On Libras data set, CRS get best result in terms of NMI and ARI, but less than IS-DBSAN at ACC and F1. Moreover, CRS can also achieve better performance over the STClu, DP and SCDOT algorithms on most data sets. For the image data sets, we can see that CRS can perform better on most image datasets. As shown in Table 4 , CRS gets the best results on all ORL Groups. In summary, with lots of experiments on various synthetic and real world data sets, our CRS algorithm can obtain better performance than other algorithms.
D. PARAMETER ANALYSIS
There is only one parameter, i.e. the number of nearest neighbor k, should be given in our CRS algorithm. In the following, VOLUME 6, 2018
we will study the influence of parameter k on the performance of our CRS algorithm. Here, the NMI is used and calculated by setting k at different values. Here, 5 groups of synthetic data sets and 2 groups of UCI data sets are used for k value sensitivity analysis. We set k from 6 to 14 to calculate the value of NMI respectively. The experimental results are given in Table 5 and the change curve is shown in Fig. 12 .
The table and figure show that, as expected, as the number of the nearest neighbor k increased, the change of NMI value is very small. For Jain data set, when k is set to 13 or 14, the NMI calculate result is zero because all the data are classified into one cluster. The CRS algorithm is not sensitive to the k values. In general, as the value of k increases, the number of clusters decreases. However, it can be seen from the clustering results that the optimal k value appears between 6 and 14 for most data sets. Therefore, we are able to choose the optimal number of clusters in a finite interval. Specifically, a relatively stable number of clusters can be obtained by adjusting the k value.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a clustering algorithm based on region segmentation (CRS) has been developed for clustering with unknown cluster number. It can automatically evolve the optimal number of clusters as well as the clusters of the data set based on the data density. The CRS algorithm can be used more widely in practice because the number of clusters is not known a priority in most practical circumstance. In order to measure the data density difference better, a new density definition is given. The new density is better to distinguish data and define the multiple sub-region centers. Then, the data set can be divided into multiple sub-regions according to the density difference between region center and region edge. A reasonable merge criterion is proposed to make the multiple sub-region merging and getting the correct clustering results finally. Experimental results both on the synthetic data sets and the real world data sets show that the proposed algorithm is effective and insensitive to the parameter selection.
